
Mary Jane Rogers is a Research 
Assistant at the USGA Test 
Center. Her job is to collect and 
analyze data to help determine if 
equipment meets all of the Rules 
of Golf.

“I like being involved with the 
different studies and experiments 
that go on at the USGA,” says 
Rogers. “I love studying about 
how the body functions and 
about body movement. I even 

got to stay awake to watch my 
own knee surgery!”

Her job requires a lot of attention 
to detail. She must be very 
observant.

When a ball is held above the ground, 
it has a lot of potential energy and no 

kinetic energy. As it falls, it starts 
losing its potential energy and gets 

kinetic energy.

When the ball hits the ground, it has 
lots of kinetic energy. The friction 
against the ground slows the ball 

down, but it also slightly heats the ball. 
This is thermal energy.

The ball bounces back up but to 
a lower height than where it started. 
The original potential energy was 
transformed into thermal energy.

If you answered “b” you are right. 
When a ball is dropped to the ground, it 
comes back up almost to the point it was 

dropped from, but not quite. 
A scientist will tell you the 

explanation is about energy. There 
are different kinds of energy:

    Anything that is 
moving has kinetic 

energy, and the 
faster it is moving, 
the more kinetic 

energy it has.

An object high above 
the ground has 

potential energy 
because of the work it 
took to get it there and 

the work it will do 
when it falls down.

When a ball is dropped, its potential energy is changed 
into kinetic energy. An important rule is that energy can’t 
be created or destroyed. It can only change into different 
forms of energy. This is called Conservation of Energy.
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“Math and science 
are the engines of 
innovation. With 
these engines we 

can rule the world.”
– Dr. Michael Brown

How observant 
are you? Look at 

the golfer on 
this page. List 

10 details about 
the picture. Then 
have a friend try 

it. Compare.

How high will a golf ball bounce 
when dropped 
from shoulder 
height?

a. back to shoulder height
b. less than shoulder height

Q:
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Bob Jones is considered  
the greatest amateur in  
the history of golf. He  
was the first and only  
golfer to win the Grand  
Slam – four back-to-back  
prestigious tournaments 

that included the British Amateur, the 
British Open, the U.S. Open and the 
U.S. Amateur in the same year.

Jones knew that being a champion 
is about more than just the right 
equipment. Golfers need skill 
and knowledge.

Once a golfer has the ball on the 
green, hitting for speed and distance 
is no longer the objective. Now the 
goal is to hit the ball in such a way 
that it will go into the hole. And that 
takes a knowledge of science.

Although golf course greens may appear flat, most 
have undulations and dips that prevent a ball from 
traveling in a straight line. Golfers must take these 
surface slopes into consideration. Gravity will 
always pull the ball downward.

Gravity has 
got a lot of 

pull.
The putter must make the 
ball curve, or break, 
toward the hole.

      I develop and monitor tests 
that measure how well new golf 
balls and golf clubs work. I work 
with professional golfers to see 
how new models of golf balls and 
clubs work for them.

      I like using a variety of skills 
and the chance to be creative. I get 
to use robots, computers and radar 
in our test labs and outside on golf 
courses. And, I get to travel. It’s a 
great job!

      As a scientist, some might find 
it surprising that I enjoy art and 
carpentry. Engineers and scientists 
are often creative and like to work 
spatially.
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When I hit the ball toward 
the hole, the slope of the 

green will cause it to curve, or 
break, as it rolls forward and 

downhill at the same time. To 
land the ball into the hole, I 
need to hit the ball slightly 

uphill from the hole.

“Golf is a game that is 
played on a five-inch 
course—the distance 
between your ears.”

– Bob Jones
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